
 
March 24, 2020 

Dear Partner, 
 
As a valued partner and key supporter, we wanted to share with you how we’re continuing our                 
work during the Coronavirus crisis. Given the circumstances, we aim to create a continuum of               
education and training for our students and provide specialized support to them and their families.  
 
Over the past few days, Educating for Excellence assessed how to best ensure the safety and                
health of our students and staff, while continuing to offer as many remote educational activities as                
possible. All Israelis are affected by the pandemic and its economic consequences, but as we               
serve a population already in an economically weaker position, our youth are the first to find                
themselves in harm’s way. Research shows that in emergencies, maintaining a routine is of the               
utmost importance. With this in mind, we consider it an important and critical civic duty to continue                 
to give our students the most support possible.  
 
Throughout this past week, our educational staff across the country have been in contact with each                
and every parent and student they serve to understand how families are coping with the new                
situation, and the status of our students learning. We have also launched an emergency Family Aid                
Fund and Program, to help with immediate resource needs such as food for families we serve                
facing food insecurity and access to technology for remote learning. This is in tandem with our new                 
“Educating for Excellence at Home” programming being offered remotely to students. We are also              
offering virtual activities after the end of the online school day. These new initiatives include               
age-appropriate educational and enrichment content, mentoring and emotional support for each           
student, and weekly parent support calls, with a goal of continuing to provide an emotional, social,                
and educational response to the crisis. 
 
Humans in society in general, and Israelis given our particular past experiences, know that in times                
of emergency and distress, we must unite and face the threats and dangers together. Despite the                
challenging situation we’re all in, we reaffirm our commitment to assist our youth, families, and               
Israeli society as a whole. However, we cannot do this alone. Thanks to your ongoing support, we                 
are confident we will emerge from the current crisis even stronger than before. 
 
Together, we will overcome this crisis. If you have any questions or wanted further info on our work                  
at this time, please reach out.  
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Nimrod Dotan, Acting CEO Dr. Shula Recanati, Board of Directors 

 


